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Alleged misuse
of funds denied
By Liz Flαisig and Joseph Grubbs

In response to a TimesUnion article alleging UNF
broke state law in hiring a pri
vate law firm, administrators
say they did nothing wrong.
The Aug. 15 article said UNF
failed to get the Attorney
General's approval to hire
Rogers, Towers, Baily, Jones
and Gay to fight opposition to
the L∞p Road project.
"The article is inaccurate,"
said Dr. Thomas Healy, gen
eral counsel to the president.
Healy stated that the Training
and Services Institute, a non
state, direct support organiza
tion, hired the firm and acted
within the law.
State law provides that a
public agency must obtain the
Attorney General's permission
to hire a private firm regardless
of the financing. Healy said the
state law did not apply in this
case because the University did
not technically hire the firm.

According to Healy, the Institute hired Rogers, Towers in
July 1990 to assist UNF in ob
taining construction permits for
the controversial Loop Road.
"We were facing growing safety
problems with having only one
access," said Healy. "The com
pleted Loop Road will provide
new access to the area's major
arteries."
The T-U revealed UNF
waited six months before ask
ing the Attorney General to
approve the hiring of the pri
vate legal firm. Why the Uni
versity sought the Attorney
General's approval is unclear,
since UNF claims the firm was
hired by a non-state agency.
University administrators
are not seeking a public correc
tion from the T-U at this time,
according to Healy. "Because
of the confidence we feel every
one has in UNF the issue will
dissipate and no harm will have
been done," he said.
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The Rush Is On!
The beginning of the new semester means standing in long lines for just about everything,
including registration, the cashier's office, and the ever-popular bookstore. Welcome
back to UNF!

Parking
garage
planned
UNF, Slough may
try mediation to
resolve dispute
By Ginger Mendez

By Anita Kugler

UNF and Sawmill Slough
Conservation Club have
agreed to consider resolving
the Loop Road dispute
through mediation.
The agreement was
reached at a meeting at the
office of state Rep. Kathy
Chinoy on Aug. 19. A final
decision is expected within a
few days.
Chinoy and Michael
Woodward,
Sawmill
Slough's president, arranged
to meet after Woodward sent
Chinoy a letter asking for her
help in getting a moratorium
on the road's construction.
Chinoy invited Dr. Thomas
Healy, general counsel to
President Herbert, and Curtis
Bullock, vice president of administration and planning, to
the meeting to present the
University's position.
Chinoy said she and state
Rep. Joe Amall, whose district includes the campus,
would be willing to find a
mediator "that would take an
objective stand, that has no
hidden agendas, that doesn't
know the situation. I think
that's critical to the process."
Mediation is a process in
which each side individually

presents its concerns to a
mediator, who tries to find
areas of common concern
and negotiate a compromise.
The planned road has
been the subject of legal
battles since 1989, when Sawmill Slough began objecting
to the St. Johns River Water
Management District's issuance of required permits.
Both the University and the
club have incurred substantial lawyer's fees and expenses.
"We're talking not only
about a road ... but we're
talking about the ultimate
goal, far-range plans, for the
university. I think it's in
everyone's best interest that
we get it on the table,"
Chinoy said.
"It's a good first step to
try to resolve this issue,"
Healy said. The University
should beableto give Chinoy
an answer by Aug. 23, he
said.
SG A Senator Sean Nelson
and SAC Interim Chairman
Gary Greenberg also attended the meeting.
"This is exactly what we
wanted, to have an outside
party mediate this thing,"
Nelson said.
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"UNF parking." These two words cause
nightmares for many people. It can be hectic
weaving in and out of every aisle l∞king for the
perfect parking space. With the start of the fall
semester, enrollment at UNF has reached 9,000,
but parking space is only available for 2,800
vehicles.
Last year, a Parking Planning Committee,
made up of two students, four faculty, one USPS
staff member and two administrative person
nel, studied the problem and proposed that the
university build a three-level or four-level park
ing garage.
"The committee looked at several options,
including restriping, and felt this was the best
option," said Curtis Bullock, vice president of
administration and planning.
The garage, which will cost $5 million, will
have 800 spaces and an elevator, and will be
connected by a second floor walkway to the new
gymnasium. It will be built on top of parking lot
5, across from the Child Development Center.
"The committee recommended to build up,
to contain parking inside, instead of having to
go through wetlands," Bullock said.
Bullock said the parking garage is a part of
UNFs evolving master plan, and that in the
future, there would probably be more garages
as the campus grows. Construction is sched
uled to begin in early springof '92 and should be
completed by next fall.
Financing will come mainly from parking

decals sold to students, faculty and staff, and
from fines.
"Since we don't have $5 million, we have to
borrow it," Bullock said. "We'll sell bonds and
use the income stream from decal sales to pay off
the bonds."
Parking lots 3 and 4 will be expanded to
provide additional parking for the fall term and
during construction.
Bullock said the committee has not yet de
cided whether to charge for parking in the garage. The price of hanging decals was raised to
$60, from $27 last year. Adhesive decals rose to
$50 from $20. Parking fines, which were $5, will
now be $15.
In addition to these price increases, one-day
visitor permits at the information booth, which
were free, will now cost $1. Bullock said charg
ing the dollar will help reduce the number of
people who try to get away with not paying for
a decal.
"It was the recommendation of the committee that everyone who uses parking, pay for
parking," Bullock said. "There will be no excep
tions."
Bullock expects the committee to decide
whether to charge for garage parking around the
time construction is completed. However, he
would not say what his position was on charging
for use of the garage.
"I will just let the committee decide," he said.
"To park in the parking garage, you obviously
need a decal, so you've paid some already."

Farkas inspires summer grads
By Liz Flαisig

About 500 UNF students
graduated Aug. 9 at the Veterans Memorial Coliseum.
Valerie Molina received the
UNF Alumni Association's Senior Service Award for outstanding support of the university through volunteerism.
Molina was active in Alpha
Chi Omega, Florida Nurses'
Student Association, National
Student Nurses' Association,
SGA, The Florida Student Association, Bacchus, and the
UNF Community Concert
Band.
While attending UNF,
Molina worked as a nurse tech-

nician, was a Navy Corps Officer Candidate, and participated
in an international studies program in England.
Library Director Andrew
Farkas delivered the com
mencement address.
Farkas was named Distinguished Professor during
spring commencement ceremonies.
Farkas, a native of Hungary,
moved to the United States in
1956. He came to UNF in 1970
as the library's founding director.
Farkas shared with gradu
ates "a deep gratitude toward
the United States, admiration

for its achievements, and affection for its people."
He spoke of the importance
of freedom and of all that
American citizens have to be
thankful for.
"Do not assume that your
education is now complete, that
graduation signals the end of
your education.
"In school you have only
acquired the tools, laid the foundation for what lies ahead. Your
education by life and for life is
just beginning," Farkas told
graduates.
"You've gotyour head,your
mind, your education, your diploma - now use them!"
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Gymnasium groundbreaking scheduled
By Phil Dignαn

After months of budget finagling,
UNF approved a bid for construction of
a multi-purpose gymnasium. Groundbreaking is scheduled for Sept. 24 at 12
noon.
The commercial division of Watkins
Engineers and Constructors, a
Tallahasse firm, accepted the rights for
construction on July 7, and are planning
to send a management team to UNF in
September.
"Right now, we are waiting for all
the paperwork to be handled and set
up," said WEO estimator Jim Roberts.
"Hopefully, we'll be there with our team
sometime around Sept. 1."
Roberts said construction officially
starts 8-10 days after finalization of the
contract.
Efforts to find a bidder to accept the
project based on an $8 million budget
were unsuccessful in June, thus creating
a need to make project cuts.

Facilities Director Spyros Drivas said
that in order to meet budget limitations,
project plans were revisited. The
gymnasium's infrastructure remained
intact during plan adjustments, with
cuts made in areas such as landscaping
and carpeting. Alternate plans will enable UNF to provide improvements to
the gym at later dates.
Officials hope to keep construction
costs between $7.6 and 8 million. According to Roberts, meeting the limitations will be a close call. "The project
will run about $8 million," Roberts said.
The gymnasium will be located in
the northeast section of campus and
will be connected by a walkway to a
parking garage on what is now parking
lot five. Future plans involve both the
garage and the gymnasium being linked
to UNF's academic buildings. The gym
will be wheelchair accessible.
Architectural designs have been prepared by Fisher and Simmons Archi-

tectsof Jacksonville, with more than 120
drawings representing the blueprint of
the two-level structure.
Retractable bleachers will allow
space on the main floor for either three
regulation-size basketball courts or six
volleyball/badminton courts. Themain
floor will also feature two dividing
screens for instructional purposes.
While seating will be permanent in the
upper-level south stands, retractable
seats in the north stands will provide
two rooms for one-on-one basketball
and aerobic activity.
Twenty offices will house the ath
letic department and school of physical
education. Seminar and office facilities
will be located on the first floor.
A main attraction of the gymnasium
will be four indoor racquetball courts
with air conditioning and glass
backwalls. One court will have adjust
able walls in order to fit dimensions for
squash.

For main events such as graduation,
concerts, and Osprey basketball, retractable seating will convert the gym into a
5800-6000 seat arena. Exact capacity
and style of seating are tentative.
Staging will be available in the east,
west or center section of the floor. Light
ing will permit stage production in any
of the three areas. The gym will also
have facilities for TV broadcasting and
production.
Drivas expressed concern about pos
sible parking problems. "Incaseofmain
events, we need to think about parking
spaces. Parking will definitely be an
issue," he said.
The gymnasium is part of an allaround revamping of UNF's athletic fa
cilities. Other plans include the con
struction of the new softball field and
improved tennis courts.
"I see the gym as the cornerstone of
the future generation of students here at
UNF," Drivas said.

Hospitals fund physical therapy program
By Kevin Wiggins

Five area hospitals have
joined forces to assist the the
University of North Florida in
opening a new department, the
departmentof physical therapy,
in the College of Health.
Baptist Medical Center,
Methodist Medical Center, St.
Luke's Hospital, St. Vincent's
Medical Center, and Memorial
Medical and Regional Rehabilitation Centers will contribute
$630,000 over a five-year pe
riod to help with the start-up
costs.
The physical therapy department will be located in the
new building planned for the
College of Health and will open
in the fall semester of 1992.
Since construction is not
due to be finished until 1994,
some classes will be held in the
hospitals until the building is

completed.
The department will initially accept 40 students into its
program and will increase that
number to approximately 135
students in the third year of
operation. It will offer a Bachelor of Science degree in physical therapy, and the program
will consist of 135 credit hours.
The department will form
its curriculum in accordance
with guidelines set by the
American Physical Therapy
Association.
Local therapists, representing the area hospitals, will act
as curriculum advisors.
In doing this, the hospitals
have formed a public-private
partnership which, according
to Dr. Kenneth Martin, vice
president of academic affairs,
"can lead to innovative initiatives which address critical edu

Calendar
Aug. 23
Aug. 23
Aug. 24

Aug. 24

Aug. 27

Aug. 28
Aug. 29

Aug. 30

Sept. 2
Sept. 3

Sept. 4
Sept. 6

Sept. 7
Sept. 7
Sept. 11

Toga Party, Boathouse, 9 p.m.
Croquet, Bocce Ball and Chip 'n
Chop, on the Green, 12 noon.
Nature Trails Hike-In, sponsored by
Sawmill Slough Conservation Club
and Florida Trails Assn., Lake Oneida
picnic area, 10 a.m.
"Dive-In Movie" - Creature from the
Black Lagoon, in 3-D, Aquatics Cen
ter, 8 p.m.
Drop/Add Ends. Last day to receive
a full refund of fees. Last day to pay
registration fees to prevent registra
tion cancellation. Late registration
ends.
Table Tennis (I), Rec Room, 12 noon.
Comedy Show, Barry Sobel, Boat
house, 9 p.m.
President Sports Cup Festival, Sports
Complex, 2 p.m.
Labor Day - no classes.
Film: "Total Recall" - Noon, Senate
Chamber, Bldg. 14; 8 p.m., Boat
house.
8-Ball (I), Rec Room, 12 noon.
Last day to register for Oct. 5 CLAST
(College Level Academic Skills Test)
School Daze Concert, Jacksonville
Landing, 8 p.m.
Percussionist Charlotte Mabry, UNF
Theater, 8 p.m.
First Financial Aid/Scholarship
checks will be distributed.

Tohavean event listed in the Calendar, call the Spinnaker
at 646-2727, no later than Wednesday prior to publication,
which will be August 28 for the next issue.

cational needs. The need for
physical therapy manpower in
Jacksonville and the northeast
region of Florida has prompted
the development of such a partnership between the College of
Health at the University of
North Florida [and the five community hospitals]."
Ken Wilson, chairman of
the Hospital and Rehabilitation
Council and the administrator
of Rehabilitative Services of
Memorial Medical Center, says
the shortage of physical therapists is the most critical shortage in the health care industry.
Dr. Joan Farrell, Dean of the
College of Health, agreed, saying, "The need for additional
physical therapists is particu
larly acute."
Currently, only four Florida
Universities have physical
therapy programs: the Univer

sity of Florida, Florida A&M
University, Florida International University, and the University of Miami.
According to a press release
by the Office of University Relations, the three state universities (UF, FAMU, and FIU) "produce only enough graduates to
fill about a third of the available
jobs each year."
The $630,000 hospital gift
will pay for 46 percent of the
program. Martin said the total
cost of the program is around
$1,362,000. The rest of the cost
will be paid by the state and by
student tuition.
The money contributed by
the community hospitals will
go to "support faculty positions,
student scholarships and intemships, purchase of equipment and provision of instructional space and clinical instruc

tors," Martin added.
According to Farrell, the
University will not have autonomous control over the
money. For example, part of St.
Vincent's portion of the funding will pay for one half of an
instructor's funding for one
year.
Physical Therapy plays an
important role in health care.
"Physical therapists work to
improve the mobility, relieve
the pain, and prevent or limit
the permanent disability of patients of all ages, suffering from
injuriesor disease," Farrell said.
Larry Read, administrator
atSt. Luke's Hospital said, "This
[program] is a good example of
how the hospitals and the university can work together to
solve a regional problem. One
that affects us all but we cannot
solve alone."

Road construction continues
By Liz Flαisig and Joseph Grubbs

In a scene familiar to the UNF community,
construction efforts on the Loop Road continue—slowly.
The first phase of the UNF Drive extension
nears its end while environmentalists continue
their opposition to the project's final phases.
The road will eventually complete a circular loop around the campus, then connect with
a Kernan Road access to Beach and J. Turner
Butler Boulevards known as the "Eastern Connector."
"The Eastern Connector will provide much
needed access to and from the University,"
said Dr. Thomas Healy, general counsel to the
president.

"We believe that the road is necessary to the
progress of the institution and it has been in the
plan since 1972 when the original plans for the
college were approved," said Curtis Bullock, vicepresident for administration and planning.
Unlike the previous construction efforts, the
Loop's final phases will not disrupt UNF's traffic
flow, according to Spyros Drivas, director of facilities planning.
UNF received some of the permits for the final
phases November 1990, yet efforts to begin work
have met persistent protest.
St. Johns River Water Management District
officials held an administrative hearing in June to
hear testimony from both sides concerning two of
the permits. A ruling has not yet been issued.

Letter campaign warns UF students
GAINESVILLE, Ha. (CPS) —
In addition to welcoming
new students this fall, the University of Florida is planning to
handle an old horror.
In a letter to students, Presi
dent John V. Lombardi has
asked them to telephone home
often, take extra safety precautions and be prepared for reporters questions. Aug. 26, the
day classes begin, marks the
day police found the first of five
students' bodies in off-campus
apartments last year and began
to search for a serial killer. Al
though police have suspects in
jail on other charges, the search
continues.
Because the case generated
enormous media interest,
Gainesville expects hordes of
reporters to return to its town
to update the nation.
"Many membersof the press

will likely remind us of these
events, seeking to understand
how our community has been
able to respond to the tragedies
with compassion, caring and
strength," Lombardi wrote.
The letter was mailed Aug.l
to about 34,000 students.
Jack
Battenfield,
Lombardi's assistant, said the
letteris part of an informational
campaign the university has
used since the media and police moved into Gainesville and
disrupted students' daily lives.
Letters "have been written
four or five times in the last
year," Battenfield said. "This
time we needed to talk to the
students to help them understand and make them feel more
secure."
Lombardi's letter notes the
increased attention to safety on
campus since last year.

"You will find increased security on campus, better outdoor lighting around campus
and much information about
safety and services," he writes.
He noted that the school has
added more police patrols in
student sections of town and
apartment owners have installed better lighting and locks.
The letter emphasizes pa
tience with concerned parents.
"We want to remind people
that their parents will hear all
of the stories by the media and
they will worry," Battenfield
said.
In the letter, Lombardi asks
students to call home often.
"You will know that you are
fine, you will be impatient with
your parents' anxious concern,
but please be kind to your fam
ily and call home often," he
wrote.
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SGA seeks input on funding
campus clubs and activities
1991 titled, "Don't overload the public with proposed govemIt's late August, the sun is still high-noon hot, sun-tanning ment changes." The editorial's point was that citizens are
perfect, and you're probably wondering why you've traded mentally incapable of dealing with local government's numerous organizational restructuring proposals. Hence, citizens
the cool comfort of the beach for classes.
We can't answer that, but while you've been getting ready might be better off not knowing all the options. That is tantato come back to school this semester some people have been mount to suggesting government knows what is best for us,
hard at work all summer trying to do things that were per and that government should make the decisions without inceived to be in your best interest - your Student Government. volving the public - until it needs money, of course.
Think about that, and relate it to yourself and your student
You should know what SGA does because it affects you.
The decisions your student government makes usually center government.
Your SGA representatives have been making spending
around the allocation of money, lots of money, your money.
decisions in your best interest all summer long, and will
Interested?
The Student Government Association is responsible for the continue to do so through the fall and spring. The difference
between SGA and your city govbudget created to allocate Activity
emment is that we want your in& Service fees. That means we
put.
spend this money.
We are trying to increase your
These A & S fees ($4.47 per credit The bottom line is that SGA's decision
communication to us. But we need
hour per student - for non-math to finance a request is the spending of
your help. You have to be a particitypes, 12credithoursequals$53.64 YOUR DOLLARS!
pant in the process. We have taken
worth of A & S fees) are used for a
a few steps to make it easier, but
variety of purposes such as: fund
ing marker repairs to the nature trails, campus entertainment the effort must be mutual. SGA cannot be representative of
programs, clubs' and organizations' startup costs, and club your wants and desires unless you make a commitment to (1)
travel to conferences; contributing to employees' salaries for communicate your wants and desires to us, (2) attend Senate
the volunteer Center, the Student Planning Board, and the meetings occasionally, (3) talk to your SGA Officers and Sena
Student Life Center; and, subsidizing items such as the Stu tors when you see them around campus, (4) contact the Stu
dent Handbook, and the Spinnaker, etc. These examples are a dent Advocate Committee with your suggestions, comments,
mere sample of the types of expenditures your A & S fees have and complaints, and (5) vote in the student elections.
We hope something you've read here will motivate you to
been used for.
SGA's decision to provide funding for the various requests become involved with your student government. Last spring,
received is typically based on several broad criteria: How do about 11 percent of the students voted in the SGA elections.
the students (as a whole) benefit? Is this particular request That's about 800 students electing the officers and senators
made in the most cost-effective manner? Have other methods who spend approximately $776,000.00 of your money. That
should be reason enough for you to be concerned and in
of funding been sought?
The decision to allocate funds for a request often rests in volved.
There are many competent, responsible individuals serv
SGA's perception that we are spending the money in a way
ing you through service in SGA. Each of the senators and
acceptable to most of the students.
The bottom line is that SGA's decision to finance a request officers has said roughly the same thing at one point or
is the spending of YOUR DOLLARS! Without your input we another: "I only want to do what the students want." We can
don't really know if you approve of how we are spendingyour be more responsive to you, our fellow students, only if you will
invest your time to communicate to us during the coming
money.
The Florida Times-Union ran an editorial on August 1, semester. We look forward to hearing from you.
By The Student Government Association Senators

Student advocates solve problems
thorities for help.
you can include your name and form 48 hours prior to the parThat's where SGA - and spe- phone number if you want us ticular meeting. Therefore, if
As the above article indi- cifically, the SAC - comes into to personally contact you - the you're so inclined, you can parcates, it's important for you, play. SAC works inside the choice is yours.
ticipate directly in setting the
our fellow students, to involve "black box" to represent your
Another way to voice your agenda.
yourselves with the actions of individual or collective con- concern to SAC is to stop one of
The SAC is not going to be
SGA.
cems to the larger SGA body or us on campus. The members of able to solve everything
SAC (at this time) include Erin brought to our attention.
It is possible that you real- the administration.
ize the importance of this, but
For example, during the
Issues get onto the SGA Mitchell, Sean Nelson, Scott
that you don't
agenda in Swain, Kristin Winter, Scott summer we've been working
participate beseveral W∞druff, and myself. Addi- with the Computer Lab and the
cause
you
ways, but tionally, we will be looking for Academic Computing Policy
Typically, as long as
aren't aware of
two
are of four students, not in SGA, to and Planning Committee to re
things are functioning primary
how things op
im serve on the SAC. This is an solve some of the lab’s inadat a level of general
erate. Govemportance. Ei- excellent opportunity for you equacies. Unfortunately, finansatisfaction, most indi ther an SGA to have direct participation in cial constraints will limit much
ment might be
viduals
invest little
a
nebulous
official,or an enhancing the quality of your that might have been done, and
energy in What their
"black box" to
nothing can be done yet about
SAC mem- college experience.
government does.
you. If that's
You can call or come by the the fact that the Macintosh area
ber, will recthecase, the folommend SGA office to speak with any of is usually freezing cold - so,
lowing analogy
that SAC us. The phone number is 646- keep bringing a sweater, even
should help make it easy for look into an area that appears 2750. The office is on the sec- when it's 90 degrees outside.
you to become active.
Some problems are outside
problematic, or a student, club, ond floor of Building 14.
Suppose SGA is a "black or organization will bring an
Members of SAC are com- our legal purview. When your
problem exbox," and that what happens item to SAC's attention by vo mitted
to
inside is mystical. Understand calizing a concern.
serving their
ceedsourabilthat what goes in - the agenda This latter method of mak fellow stuity to help,
effects what comes out - the ing an issue salient is critical for dents, and if To have an influence on we'll work to
policiesand programs. Tohave you, our fellow students, to be you contact SGA's policies and
put you in
an influence on SGA's policies aware of. It is the key method one of us, we programs, you merely
touch with the
and programs, you merely have for you to affect our agenda. It will definitely nave to have input on
individual or
to have input on the agenda
is the most effective way to have get back in the agenda.
agency that
That's why you need to in- control over SGA's policies and touch with
can be of serteract with your Student Ad- programs. So how do you in- you!
vice to you.
vocate Committee
Additionteract with SAC?
You are the
Think of your student govThe simplest way is to drop ally, you are invited to attend key to all of this. The SGA and
ernment as the "problem a note into the SAC communi- the SGA meetings. SGA will the SAC are intended to serve
solver" within theenvironment que, a comments∕complaint∕ meet every other Friday at 4 your needs, wants, and desires.
of your "college experience." suggestion box which will soon p.m.. beginning Aug. 23 in the We exist to enhance your time
Typically, as long as things are reside in the atrium of our li- Senate Chamber on the second at the University of North
functioning at a level of gen- brary. Library Director Andrew floor of Building 14.
Florida. We can only provide
eral satisfaction most individu- Farkas has given SAC permisSGA guidelines permit any whatyou want if we know what
als invest little energy in what sion to place the COMMUNI- individual to speak at a Senate that is. We hope to hear from
their government does. When QUE in the atrium, enhancing meeting with all the rights and you - it's the only way we can
dissatisfaction which isbeyond the campus community's abil- privileges (and limitations) of know whether or not you like
one's personal control arises, ity to reach us. Your messages an elected member, provided what we're trying to accomplish
people often turn to the au- may be made anonymously, or the individual sign a simple for you!

By Gary Greenberg
SAC Interim Chairman

Police Beat:
Weapons
confiscated
after housing
inspection
By Ginger Mendez

•On Aug. 12, UNF police
charged a student with possession of contraband, after housing officials found .22 and .25caliber firearms, a switchblade,
a hunting knife, and brass
knuckles during a routine
apartment inspection. The
weaponswereconfiscated. The
incident was turned over to the
conduct board.
•One woman was slightly
injured in a two-vehicle collision at the entrance to UNF
Boulevard on Aug. 13. A male
driving a truck, was turning
east from St. John's Bluff Road
into the campus when he hit
the woman's car, which was
traveling north at the intersection. The woman was taken to
St. Luke's Hospital. Total damage to both vehicles was estimated at $6,000. Police charged
the truck driver with violating
the right of way. (Both drivers
were wearing seat belts.)

•A 20-year-old white male
was arrested Aug. 10 for pos
session of alcohol by a minor
and taken to the Duval County
Jail. According to the police
report, the man was intoxicated
and driving in residential parking. He was not a UNF student.

• A white male was arrested
and taken to Duval County Jail
on July 24 for possession of
marijuana, petty theft, and driv
ing without a license. The man
was not connected with the
university.
•Police are still investigating several car break-ins which
occurred July 10 in the residen
tial parking lot. Five cars were
broken into and several items
were taken including stereos,
sunglasses, cassette tapes, and
radar detectors. Police sent
evidence obtained at the scene
to the Florida Department of
Law Enforcement Crime Lab.
The vehicle owners lived in E
building.
•On July 4, a white male,
who told police he climbed over
a fenced area to go fishing, was
arrested for trespassing. He
was given a misdemeanor citation.
•A UNF student was arrested June 23 for possession of
an illegal firearm on campus.
The student had a disassembled
a .22-caliber rifle in his apartment. Police confiscated the
weapon and told the student he
could not keep it on campus.
The rifle was later returned and
the student was released on his
own recognizance. The incident has been turned over to
the conduct board.
This column was compiledfrom
information provided by the UNF
Police Department.

UNFPolice646-2804
In case of an
emergency, dial
“0”from a
campus phone.
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The most reusable piece ofplastic on campus.

The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

Once you have one, you’ll never need to apply for another. And it’s the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can’t dial

direct. What’s more, if you get your Calling Card now, you’ll get a free hour’s worth of AT&T long distance calling.* □ Of course, when you

use your Calling Card you’ll always be connected to the reliable service you’ve come to expect from AT&T. □ And when you get your

Calling Card, you’ll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students

time and money. □ So, as you see, there’s only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card in today’s college environment. Indispensable.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 4811.
*Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91. Offer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per
student. Offer valid through June 30,1992.
©1991 AT&T
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FYI:
Pizza Hut, Times
Union don't deliver

By Dena Brooks

Have you ever wondered
why you never see Pizza Hut
pizza or Florida Times-Union
newspapers delivered to the
campus?
Well, wonder no more.
Pizza Hut delivery is on the
way, and Times-Union news
paper deliveries are a future
possibility.
According to Pam
Porvazmik, of Pizza HutPub
lic Affairs, a new Pizza Hut,
that will include UNF in its
delivery area, will be com
pleted by January or Febru
ary of 1992. The new store
will be located near the St.
John's Bluff Road and Beach
Blvd. intersection.
The existing store on St.
John's Bluff Road across from
Craig Airport does not de
li ver to UNFbecause the campusisoutoftheallotted eight
minute delivery time,
Porvazmik said.
Currently, the only place
on campus to get a Florida
Times-Union newspaper is
from the blue boxes located
near the bookstore.
The ∞nvenience of hav
ing newspapers delivered to
students' doorsteps is not
available, according to Mike

Saffer, circulation manager
for the Florida Times-Union.
Saffer's zone includes "any
thing east of the St. John's
River."
Saffer said delivering
newspapers to UNF hasbeen
unsuccessful at least twice in
the last six years.
"We started with 30 pre
paid subscriptions. Every
morning, two or three stu
dents would call us, because
they didn't receive their pa
per. We had trouble keeping
paperson the ground," Saffer
said.
The Times-Union also
had students try to deliver
papers, but according to
Saffer, "it was a serious, no
profit situation for our car
rier. It was a failure."
Despite the problems,
Saffer said he is willing to try
again with UNF students.
"We could use the business,
and I would like to see sub
scriptions going to UNF stu
dents," he said.
Saffer said he will look
into the possibility of having
the UNF Bookstore handle
the newspaper distribution
for students, and perhaps
offering students a lower
subscription rate.

Radar display screen shows
drivers how fast they're going
scious of what they are doing," he said.
Before speeding on campus, think twice.
"This is not a set up for the purpose of ticket
University police have set up an awareness ing violators," Dixon added, however, there is no
program to let drivers know how fast they are guarantee that tickets will not be given out. "We
going.
will issue warnings, but if we
The program, which uses a
feel someone is driving too fast
radar gun set on a tripod, dis
we will stop them."
plays a driver's speed on an "We Want to make
The fine for speeding on
electronic screen. The screen is people aware that they
campus is $52 plus $4 for every
big enough for drivers to see need to slow down and
mile over the speed limit.
how many miles over the speed follow the 35 mile-anPolice hope that using the
limit they are going.
display screen will promote
hour rule."
"We want to make people
—Cpl. Mark Dixon safety when driving through
aware that they need to slow
campus.
down and follow the 35 mileAccording to Dixon, there
an-hour rule," police Cpl. Mark Dixon said.
have been several accidents at the university
The radar, police are using, is being bor entrance and at the intersection of parking lot 1
rowed from the Institute of Police Technology near the auditorium.
Management here on campus.
"People who are trying to leave the lot often
According to Dixon, many people don't misjudge how fast another driver is going," he
realize how fast they drive through campus.
said. "We want to cut down on drivers speeding
"With this display, it will make people con and make the campus safe for everyone."
by Ginger Mendez

Academic Resource Center offers
tutoring, test preparation help
Are you having problems
with linear equations? What
about that D in biology? Don't
despair. You can find help at
the Academic Resource Center.
The center offers academic
tutoring as well as assistance in
a variety of other areas. Tutor
ing is usually offered in account
ing, reading, writing, math,
chemistry, physics, biology, for
eign languages, literature, com
puter science and business.
Students preparing for the
CLAST can also find help at the
center. Tutoring is offered for
each section of the test: math,
writing, reading and essay.

Dr. Priscilla VanZandt, di
rector of the center, said that
occasionally if enough students
request tutoring for a course,
and if a tutor can be found, a
tutoring schedule will be
planned.
The tutors are currently-en
rolled UNF students. They are
recommended by professors or
department chairpersons and
must have previously passed
the course they will tutor with a
B or better.
Tutors are paid by the Stu
dent Government Association
from A&S fees.
Other services offered by the

Academic Resource Center are
the college writing and reading
laboratories. Graduate Record
Exam (GRE) review, and handi
capped student services.
Assistance is also available
in various other problem areas
for students, including study
orientation and test prepara
tion.
All of these services are free
to currently-enrolled students.
For more information about
tutoring or any of the center's
other services, call 646-2766, or
stop by the Academic Resource
Center in Building 2, Room
1003.

WELCOME BACK

from
COLLEGE BOOK RACK

New

and

Used Textbooks at Lower Prices
Supplies and Backpacks

Special Orders Welcome on New and Used Books
Fast Delivery Time

LOCATED AT THE CORNER

of

St. Johns Bluff
and Beach

11292 Beach Blvd.
642-7582
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Campus kids get more than just babysitting
By Terri McGαuley

The Child Development
Research Center is more than
convenient day care for the children of UNF students.
Sandra Smith, assistant director of the center, takes a holistic approach towards her job.
"My first responsibility is the
children," Smith said. "We let
the children develop at their
own pace. We are child-oriented; we have activities like
show and tell. If a child brings
in a chicken bone for show and
tell, we have a lesson about a

chicken bone."
The curriculum guide for
prekindergarten children in
cludes learning about the fam
ily, the child himself, the envi
ronment, music, holiday and
readiness activities. But flex
ibility is always a part of the
curriculum.
"We encourage parent par
ticipation and are very willing
to accept resource materials for
areas not formally in the cur
riculum," Smith said.
The center has many cor
ners and shelves filled with in

teresting items. One eye-catch
ing feature is a sink lowered to
a small child's level.
"Everyone helps." Smith
said. "Wedon't encourage help
lessness - rather, we encourage
and develop a 'Yes, I can!' atti
tude. With children, sharing is
teaching."
The center offers medical
news, recall information, and a
library of books designed to
offer help to parents in the ar
duous task of raising children.
Reaching out to the com
munity is another service of the

Lack of demand brings an
end to evening childcare
By Cathy Luster

Affordable evening child
care is no longer available on
campus UNF.
The Child Development
Research Center's night pro
gram ended Aug. 9 due to a
lack of funds and non-utilization by students.
Closing a beneficial pro
gram is never an easy decision,
said Everett Malcolm, the
center's director.
"Yes, we would like to be
open, if wedidn'thave to worry
about the overhead expense
within the program; but in es
sence, we have no one to turn
to. If, come the end of the year,
I don't have enough money to
pay the bills, there is no one to
bail us out," Malcolm said.
Inconsistent use by the par
ents contributed to the center's
night closing. Parents often en
roll their children for a week or
two then find other arrange

ments.
Continuous student enroll
ment is required if there is to be
a reopening. Malcolm added/'
Twice a year we do need as
sessment surveys, if there is
enough interest generated—
guaranteed interest—it can be
reestablished."
The center must have 15
children per hour to break even
in operating costs versus earn
ings. Fifteen children per hour
would generate enough rev
enue to cover employee sala
ries, but not overhead expenses.
"For the past two and a half
years, the night program has
lost approximately $4,000-6,000
a year," Malcolm said. "When
you are a self-sufficient entity,
it's kind of hard to justify los
ing that much money. By law
any auxiliary operation has to
be self-sufficient.
"It's just the way the law is,
so we really can't borrow

Short-term loans easy to get,
relieve tuition cash crunch
By Valerie Crocco Huelster

It happens at the beginning
of every semester. Students
wonder how they will make
ends meet after they pay their
tuition fees and buy their b∞ks.
Financial aid and loans come
in handy, and many programs
are available to UNF students.
Students who just need ex
tra time to pay their tuition can
take advantage of the "half-andhalf" loan program available
through the cashier's office.
The half-and half loan al
lows students to pay the first
half their tuition, plus a $10.00
service charge, by Aug. 27, and
the second half by Oct. 15.
All that is required is a per

sonal reference and a driver's
license.
Financial aid may be in the
form of grants, which do not
have to be paid back, or loans,
which are generally paid back
in a number of years at a low
interest rate. Work programs
are also available, and scholar
ships are awarded to students
who qualify.
Certain requirements must
be met, such as submitting
proper documents, registering
for at least six credit hours, and
maintaining
satisfactory
grades.
The Financial Aid office is
located in Building 1, Room
1224.

money or take money from
other entities within the Uni
versity. So we have to try to
provide the highest quality of
service at an affordable price
and do it in a highly efficient
manner," Malcolm said.
The state provides the cen
ter with Capital Improvement
Trust Fund dollars, which gen
erate 22.5 cents per semester
hour per student or approxi
mately $34,000.
Malcolm recommends that
parents who need evening child
care post a 3X5 index card on
the staff bulletin board with the
following information: name
and phone number, the child's
sex and age; amount willing to
pay for care; area of town home
is located; time care will be
needed; and whether care will
be needed at home or on cam
pus. Arrangements can then be
made between the parents and
interested caregivers.

center. It is involved with
Hubbard House, a shelter for
abused mothers and their children.
The Kelli Flanagan Child
Development Research Center
Memorial Scholarship has been
established for UNF undergraduate and graduate students
who have a child enrolled at the
center. Other selection criteria
apply, and recipients are selected by the University'sScholarship Committee.
Fees for the center's services
are nominal: $1.60 per hour for
ACROSS
1 “...having —,
moves on...”
5 Sandy’s sound
8 Soviet sea
12 Novelist Jaffe
13 Fluffy scarf
14 Lost color
16 Grads’publi
cation
18 Prayer
20 Sound off?
21 Renter
22 Subjugate
25 — gratias
27 Important age
28 Jungfrau, e.g.
29 6 pt. scores
31 Anti
34 Drained
36 More chi-chi
38 Continually
43 Gentle
44 Amateur
sports grp.
46 Actress Swit
49 Gab
52 Tennis stroke
53 Simian
54 Building wing
56 Lower in value
58 Recreation
vehicle
61 Mauroisor
Previn
63 Actress Stritch
64 Rawlings’
“The —”
68 Grain pits
69 Tree
70 Potpourri
71 Product of
nidification
72 Literary
monogram
73 Clifton or
Jack

students, $1.95 for faculty and
staff, and slightly higher for the
general public. The center accepts children aged two
through 14.
The center's hours of operation are 7:45 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. It is
closed evenings and weekends.
"What we try to do here is
nurture development, self-help
and confidence," Smith said. If
smiling children and busy activity are any indicator of that,
the center is doing its job tenfold.

©1991, Tribune Media Services

DOWN
1 Distorted
2 Caviar base
3 Once — blue
moon
4 Fortuneteller’s
card
5 On train or
ship

ANSWERS

47 October
birthstones
48 Stay
50 Social
reformer
51 Deborah of
films
55 Stratum

57 Under
59 Heap
60 Baseball’s
Slaughter
62 Little —
65 — de France
66 Penpoint
67 Tar

IT'S A
LOUNGER
IT'S A
CHAIR

IT'S A
BED

Media loan period cut to 21 days
The library's Media Re
source Department (MEDIA)
has changed borrowing privi
leges for MEDIA material (in
cluding compact discs and vid
eos) from a semester loan pe
riod to a 21-day (3-week) loan
period for all eligible borrow
ers including faculty.
One reason for the change
is the extensive growth of
MEDIA'S collections. Another

is the expanded use of MEDIA's
facilities.
Children's books and music
scores will continue to circulate
to faculty members for a semes
ter.
Library administrators be
lieve the change will maximize
the use of MEDIA'S resources
for better service to students,
faculty, staff, and the univer
sity community.

The Spinnaker is looking for
contributing writers. Call 646-2727 or
stop by Bldg. 14, Rm. 2608 between
9 α.m. and 12 noon.

ON SALE

$250
MOONSTRUCK
FUTONS

3rd Anniversary sale 20% off everything
Aug 25 - Sept 1
434 N. 3rd St. Jax Beach, FL Phone 247-1143
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Common sense can
help prevent crime
By Suzanne Weber

Although the campus police department has 17 officers, they cannot be everywhere all the time. Therefore,
students need to use common
sense to protect themselves
against crime.
At home, students should
install a door viewer, keep
windows and d∞rs secured
with adequate locks, and close
curtains at night to prevent
strangers from looking in.
When walking on campus
or to your car at night, remember to always walk with
someone else, never alone.
Walk in well-lighted areas,
walk with authority, don't act
scared, and walk near the
curb. Avoid passing close to
shrubbery, dark doorways,
and other places of conceal
ment. Carryyourkeysinyour
hand, so you can open your
home or your car quickly.
Lt. John Anderson said
students should consider
themselves potential victims
and remain alert and obser
vant at all times.
Anderson said that be
cause crime has increased,
several security measures
have been taken. The extra
foliage of trees is being cut
down to allow the maximum
amount of light from the lamp
postsin the parkinglots. Door

viewers have been installed
on all doors in the apartments
and dormitories, and all
rooms will have telephones.
Compared to other colleges and universities, UNF
has a much lower total crime
index than many other
schools. UNF's total crime
index was 108 for 1990, which
included no murders, three
forcible sex offenses, one robbery, eight aggravated assaults (rapes), 18 burglaries,
71 larcenies, seven motor vehicle thefts, and five drug
possessions.
The University of Florida
had a total crime index of
1,382 for 1990. Florida State
University's total crime index was 775, and the University of South Florida in
Tampa had an index of 736.
There were more than
5,270 incidents of crime at
Florida's private and public
colleges and universities in
1989 - one every 90 minutes
while school was in session.
People should be aware
and call police if a crime has
been committed, or if suspicious characters are lurking
about, Lt. Anderson said.
Our campus can be safe,
but students, faculty and staff
must do everything in their
power to make the university secure.

Advertise in tbe Spinnaker
Classifieds. Call Andy at 646-2727

WELCOME
BACK
UNF!

Handicapped Center makes
campus life easier for students
By Suzanne Weber

UNF provides many wonderful facilities for students, but
how many people know that
UNF offers a center for the
handicapped?
Students who have a physical disability can take advantage of the center's services by
providing documentation of the
disability within the last three
years, said Terrie Donaldson,
assistant coordinator of leaming services.
The Handicapped Services
Center is located in Building 2,
Room 1003 near the Academic
Resource Center. A wide variety of assistance is available.
Disabled students may participate in any of the classes
offered at UNF. The center pro
vides note takers, interpreters,
tape recorders and tapes, and
NCR paper (special paper for
blind students). The center will
also type papers for some students.
"The service must fit the disability," Donaldson said. "For
example, we would not type a

paper for a hearing impaired the center since last September.
She also works with stustudent.
Sometimes the length of dents on academic probation,
time for an exam must be ex- and gives seminars about test
tended, or the method of test- taking, setting goals, and note
ing must be changed, or the taking.
Donaldson has a masters
location for a test must be
degree in education, and her
changed.
The facilities on campus are specialty is reading. She has
quite adequate, Donaldson worked with students ranging
said. She feels UNF is quite from kindergarten to college.
Some of the people who
accessible. However, like most
things, she feels there is room work in the center are volunfor improvement in many ar- teers, students, or retired
people. Most of them work as
eas.
This service has been in op readers. Others, like the intereration since UNF opened in preters, are trained and certi1972. During the summer term, fied. Donald uses her judgthe center helped 45 students. ment when selecting people
This number fluctuates, but because this is her area of exgenerally increases greatly in pertise.
The Handicapped Service
the fall and spring terms.
The program gets most of Center encouragesdisabled stuits funds from the state, dents to work hard, apply for
Donaldson said. The Depart- scholarships, and enjoy college
ment of Education provides life.
"The program is growing
some money for the center;
however, the Auxiliary Leam- and I want to encourage stuing Aid Fund is the program's dents to volunteer," Donaldson
said.
primary source of funds.
Donaldson has worked in

Scholarship offeredforpublic service studies
The Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation awards
scholarships to college students
who have outstanding leadership potential, plan to pursue
careers in government or else
where in public service, and
wish to attend graduate school
to help prepare for their public
service careers.
Scholars selected as juniors
receive up to $3,000 for their

senior year and as much as
$27,000 for graduate studies.
Scholars in graduate programs
planning to receive degrees in
one to two years are eligible to
receive as much as $13,500 per
year. Scholars in graduate programs requiring three or more
years of academic study are eligible to receive as much as
$9,000 per year for up to three
years.

CALL NOW!
724-7206
10230 ATLANTIC BLVD.

An applicant must be a U.S.
citizen or U.S. national who is a
full-time student, committed to
a career in government or public service, and in the upper
third of his or her class.
The deadline to apply is
Sept. 10. Formoreinformation,
contact Dr. JimSeroka, Political
Science and Public Administration Dept., Bldg. 11, Rm. 2239,
646-2463.

ASK
ABOUT
PARTY
DISCOUNTS!
Delivery areas are limited to ensure safe driving. ©1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

ROOMMATE PLEASER
$5.99
Order a medium original pizza with two toppings and
two 12 oz. cans of Coca-Cola® classic
or diet Coke®
Coupon
Necessary

Expires
10/31/91

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid With any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer
pays sales tax Where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe dπving. Our drivers
carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries
©1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Cash value 1/20c∙

NIGHT OWL
$6.99
10 PM-CLOSING
Order a large original pizza with one topping.
(Offer good between 10 pm. and closing.)
Coupon
Necessary

IT’S TIME FOR DOMINO’S PIZZA.

Expires
10/31/91

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer.
pays sales tax where applicable. Delvery areas limited to ensure sate driving. Our driven
carry less than $2000 Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
©1991 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.
Cash value 1/20c

Editorial Page
Loop Road questions
should be answered
Recent allegations that UNF misused funds have
focused attention on a cloud that has been hanging
over the campus since 1989.
The "Loop Road controversy" has gone on too long.
It's time for the administration to take action to clear
the air.
If the administration had not responded to Sawmill
Slough's document requests by acting is if there were
something to hide, the Times- Un ion's allegations might
never have materialized.
No one questions the need for a second access road
onto the campus, not even Sawmill Slough. But con
cerns about the effects of that road are valid and
should be addressed with the attention they deserve.
Asking for the help of an impartial mediator would
be a constructive attempt to put an end to rising legal
fees and expenses on both sides. Before the mediation
process starts, however, administrators should be will
ing to answer questions and listen to students, faculty
and other interested members of the community in a
public forum.
It's not a matter of who's right and who's wrong.
If administrators have nothing to hide, they should act
accordingly and tell everyone what's going on.

Parking garage will
alleviate crunch
Although nobody's happy about paying more for
parking on campus, something good Will come of it.
Money from the increased fees will raise some of the
funds needed to build a multi-level garage. The
garage is a positive effort to prevent a tough situation
from from getting worse. Asking students, faculty
and staff to help pay the cost seems reasonable.
Let's face it. Paying for parking is something most
people have to get used to. People who work downtown pay as much as $80 a month, or more, to park in
a garage near their office. Parking fees in most major
cities are a lot higher.
Some campuses have parking problems that are
worse than UNF's. At least here, a space can usually
be found, even if it is not close to a students classroom.
The parking committee that studied the problem
last year decided that the best way to preserve the
campus's natural areas was to build up, not out.
Building a garage is obviously the more expensive
alternative, but committee members felt it was the
better choice and we agree.
Now is as good a time as any to think about
carpooling. People could save money by sharing the
cost of a decal. Demand for parking spaces would
decrease and using less gas would help the environ
ment, too. Think about it.
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Letters to the Editor

Traffic light is a waste of money
Dear Editor:

One would think that at an
institution of higher learning,
one would not see a traffic light
operating when the directional
signal indicates a direction one
cannot follow. In point of fact,
since budgets for education

have been severely curtailed in
this fiscal year, why is this light
for phantom traffic blinking
away, wasting electricity? In
fact, why does this expensive
piece of equipment even exist?
Adding foolishness to folly,
the new daily parking permit,
with its punchout numbers for

day and month identification,
has digits one through four in
the hundreds column. Is the
UNF administration changing
the calendar? Will we have,
henceforth, 49 days in a month?
Inquiring minds want to
know.
Rissi Cherie

Food service must be improved
Dear Editor,
For the past four years that I
have been a student at UNF, I
have grudgingly handed over
my money to the school's food
service, because, other than
packing a lunch, there is simply
no alternative available to a
hungry student between
classes. Well, now I want to do
something about it.
The quality of the food at
the Osprey Cafeteria is horren
dous. While I understand that
one should not expect a gour
met meal from a cafeteria serv
ing such a high volume of stu
dents, I also know from experi
ence that the quality of meals at

other institutions, serving an
even higher volume, is better.
The cafeteria at the University
of Miami is one example.
What really makes me an
gry, however, is not so much
the quality of the food served at
the cafeteria, but the outrageous
prices that the Marriott Food
Service asks us to pay for their
overcooked, fat and cholesterolladen slop. It does not take
much shopping around to real
ize that we are being over
charged and undernourished.
Let's face it - as students, most
of us are on a tight budget. We
deserve a better deal.
The same complaints can be
made against the Osprey Cafe

and the Boathouse. Marriott
simply has a monopoly at UNF,
and they are taking advantage
of it. I'm sick of being a victim
of their extortion.
To actually change this situ
ation will require more than an
angry letter in the Spinnaker. If
there is anyone else out there
who is willing to help me take
these complaints through the
proper channels, speak up!
Leave your name and number
at the Spinnaker office, and I'll
get in touch with you.
P.S. It’s not the employees I
have a problem with. I have
always found them to be help
ful and courteous.
David Tolbert

Parkins decal costs too much
Dear Editor,
I know I'm not alone when I
say, "Aagghh! $50 to park at
UNF!!!" You would thinkit was
valet parking or something! I
expect to see a great Broadway
musical for $50, or go to a posh
restaurant serving filet mignon,
but no!! It will cost $50 to park
in a space at UNF to attend
classes, effective this term.
Imagine that!
We students fight for spaces

right now at $25 a pop. These
spaces are miles from our intended destination, and now
we will certainly pay a hefty
price for our daily walks.
If parking lots were closer to
our buildings, such as lots 6
and 7, then it might not be so
bad. However, walking shoes
are needed for most jaunts to
class to and from the existing
parking lots.
Hanging decals have
jumped in price to $60. How

awful. What if you needed to
trade cars with a spouse or sibling? A hanging decal would
be pretty darn convenient!
Please. Whatever happened to
the phrase "poor college student?" We still exist, you know!
I know it's already in effect.
I know this is reality. I know it's
too late to voice my opinion,
but I'm doing it anyway. "Better late than never," a good
friend always told me.
Valerie Crocco Huelster

spinnaker Fall Publication Dates
September 4
September 18
October 2
October 16
October 30
November 13
November 27

All members of the campus community are encouraged to
submit letters to the editor, articles, opinions, and short
creative works.
Submissions must be received by the Wednesday prior to
publication. All submissions must include the author’s name
and phone number.
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Opinions
Senators want answers to
many Loop Road questions
By Sean A. Nelson
SGA Senator

Over the last couple of
weeks, the Loop Road issue has
become very disturbing to me,
and after many hours of facts
and falsehoods, I am still very
confused.
What I have learned is that
the Loop Road is not simply an
issue of sacrificing a few acres
of wetlands to help solve the
traffic problem. In fact, the Loop
Road really doesn't change the
traffic problem currently in existence.
As representatives of the
UNF student body, all senators
of SGA are very interested in
how you feel about this whole
issue.
Do you support the Loop

Road, as well as a Research and
Development Park? Do you
support the opposition to the
Loop Road (Sawmill Slough)?
Or do you really care? We need
to know!!
The more I talk about the
Loop Road, the more disturbed
I have become. What is this Research and Development Park?
Why hasn't the college paid
thousands of dollars in legal
fees that it has accumulated? Is
the college going to give away
107 acres, or lease it, or sell it, or
what?
Does UNF have three miles
of nature trails or twelve miles
of nature trails? Is Sawmill
Slough
a
bunch
of
"treehugging" fanatics? Do students want SGA to support

Sawmill Slough morally, financially, or both, or neither?
I have my own ideas about
all of these questions and many
more. But what I personally
think isn't important. It's what
the students think, that's important. Yet, if I don't get any
feedback, I will have no choice
but to vote the way I think the
students feel.
Please let SGA know how
you feel!! Do a little research;
ask your parents, because this
affects all the taxpayers in Duval
County.
Stop by the SGA office and
talk with senators, leave a note,
or stop us in the hallway or
commons area, because we really want and need to know
how you feel!!

Czech students exercise new
freedoms of speech and press
ally-distributed bi-weekly, Studentske Listy
In November 1989, the students of Czecho- ("Students' Paper"). Its aim was to provide a
slovakia took to the streets and launched a voice for the generation least compromised by
revolt that toppled the Communist regime. The the previous regime, serving readers of all ages
students were inspired by Tomas Masaryk, the with intelligent analysis of political and eco
founder of the democratic republic that existed nomic issues.
from 1918 until its destruction by Hitler in 1938.
By early 1990, Studentske Listy had a circula
Masaryk was a great admirer of the Ameri- tion of 150,000, a huge number in a country of 15
can political tradition, and in part, modeled the million people. Top aides to President Vaclav
Czechoslovak constitution after its American Havel gave our journal exclusive interviews,
counterpartand Jefferson’s Declaration of Inde helping the paper gain a real following in politi
pendence. Masaryk valued the importance these cal and intellectual circles.
two documents placed on individual freedom.
But generational conflicts soon appeared.
As one of the leaders of the 1989 revolution, Unlike the vast majority of the present Czecho
and as a young journalist covering the events as slovak establishment, those who came of age
they took place, I share Masaryk's appreciation during the reform communism of the 1960s, the
for the American legacy of freedom, especially leaders of our generation are solidly committed
freedom of speech and press. I was therefore to free-market reforms and western-style democ
saddened when I arrived in
racy. After the utopian ex
the United States and learned
periments of the last forty
that this legacy is coming
years, we have little patience
I see disturbing parallels
under attack on America's
for democratic socialism or.
between the "politically
own university campuses.
the so-called "Third Way"
correct" professors in
I have some experience
between capitalismand com
with university restrictions
munism. The editors of our
America and the Czecho
on free speech. For three
journal clearly understand
slovakian
establishment
years prior to the 1989 revo
that thebestgovemmentgovthat came of age in the
lution, I studied at the Facerns least and gives citizens
1960s.
ulty of Journalism at Charles
their natural right to pursue
University in Prague. This
happiness.
school was created in 1972 The clarity with which we
four years after the Soviet in
express theseopinions fright
vasion had reinstalled a neo-Stalinist govem- ens many of those who still favor 1968-style
ment - out of the remnants of the former Faculty "socialism with a human face." Some of our
of Social Sciences and Journalism.
elders have labeled our non-conformist opinions
Reformist professors were expelled, and new, "unprofessional," and have called our investiga
uneducated, "politically responsible" cadres tive reporting "sensationalistic." But we have
(i.e., loyal communist hardliners) took over. and will continue to tell the truth as we see it.
They weren't accountable to the Ministry of
With these events fresh in my mind, I have
Education, but instead reported directly to the been closely following the debates about free
Central Committee of the Communist Party. In speech at American colleges and universities addition to "teaching," many worked as agents and especially the recent disputes over "political
of the Czech secret police.
correctness." I see disturbing parallels between
The curriculum of the new Faculty of Jour the "politically correct" professors in America
nalism had no room for real philosophy, politi- and the Czechoslovakian establishment that came
cal science or literature. Instead, Marxist- of age in the 1960s. I deeply hope that American
Leninist ideology permeated almost all sub students will never hesitate to challenge the stale
jects, lectures and seminars. And of course, orthodoxies of their elders, and that absolute
there was no freedom of the press for the stu- freedom of speech prevails on this country's
dents.
campuses.
In early 1988, with changes sweeping through
Like most students in Central Europe, I have
our big brother to the east, my friends and I come to believe it is essential that every demo
launched a new magazine, Proto ("Because"). cratic nation be made aware of the authentic
In the journal, we tried to revive the spirit of opinions of its younger generation. May the twoacademic freedom as we explained aspects of century-old American heritage of freedom con
Perestroika and Glasnost - which the Czecho- tinue to inspire young people in Czechoslovakia
slovak communist leadership was fighting hard and around the globe, and may no one seek to
to resist. Although we were allowed relative suppress that freedom.
freedom to write about culture, we were cen
Tomas Klvana is a former student at Charles
sored heavily by the authorities.
University in Prague and a freelance journalist. He
In November 1989, students were finally has traveled throughout the United States to discuss
given the chance to speak freely. Students from the revolution in Czechoslovakia, and to strengthen
the Faculty of Journalism started a new, nation Czech American relations.
By Tomas P. Klvana

Creative Corner

Ode to My Dear Grandfather John
His hair; grey and receding; always neatly combed,
well trimmed, and clean, as was his clothing, which
consists of a plaided flannel shirt, with the top
button left open. Only the collar shows for he wore
a dark sweater pulled over it.
He came from the old country of Hungary.

His hard life reveals itself upon his olive-colored
face, in deep, but caring traces.
The worry lines on his forehead; from decades that
showed he truly loved and cared for his whole
family, and friends; never cease to make their
impression.
Dark eyes that were so warm; they want to draw you
closer, and closer... to know you...

Yet, you feel you know him without a spoken word.
His eyes prove his life had no regret.
His smile will forever be marked around his lips
which once called out to me... “Yes I Love You...
My Doll... “

In loving memory of John Csubak
— Barbara Alice Csubak

the wisdom of women...
the wisdom of women transcends all time and knowledge of the universe because they are the end and the
beginning - an eternal circle of life and love and
poetry... the goddess created the world in her womb
and from her we come to understand the contrasts of
joy and pain - delight and destruction... women are the
water and the clay from which we are formed - all
dancing golden in the sun, raining rapture on the
children of the future... spaceships are but phallics
penetrating into the unknown, as are submarines
swimming deep in the ocean - exploring nature’s wild
wonderfulness and ever hoping to discover the essence
of being in the infinite newness of ourselves... everything female is circular to represent the smooth cycle
constantly shifting from birth to breast to the explosion of an individual into what is called society - and
that woman too takes part of the process... the seduction of her mystery is match to any man’swill - the lure
of light concealed by soft hands, silken kisses, and
power magnificent serves only to substantiate what we
have known all along... the wisdom of women transcends all time and knowledge of the universe because
they are the end and the beginning - an eternal circle
of life and love and poetry...
— Elizabeth A. Healy

The Spinnaker accepts poetry,
artwork, and short fiction for the
Creative Corner. Send submissions
with full name and telephone number
to Bldg. 14, Rm. 2608.
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Once upon a time, when the need arose, the criticism of music went
through a series of exciting, hut revolutionary changes that gave us...

DA GROOVE!!
The evolutionary height of musical analysis...
Dating back to the origins of humanity, it
seems that music, in some form or another, has
been a part of our lives. Whether it be the tribal
beating of African drums, the fleeting melodies
of Wagner's Prelude to Tristan und Isolde, or
the exhilarating (to some) screeching of today's
Heavy Metal bands, music in some way makes
contact with a spiritual part of us as tangible
and necessary as the ear with which we listen.
With music, we are the healthy, creative, ener
getic people we know ourselves to be; without
it, it is speculated that we all would be reduced
to semi-brainless matter with our only enter
tainment being World News with Dan Rather
and, quite possibly, Dan Quayle and his
Nintendo Show, with sidekick Mario himself.
This time it's Jeoffrey Osbourne for all you
slow-jammas* out there. As all of his fans
know, when one mentions Osbourne's name,
one invariably thinks of sensual, moving bal
lads, which have been his trademark for more
than a decade. His newest album, Only Hu
man, is no exception. Osbourne's soulful voice
plus outstanding music production equals a
romantic evening between you and yo' honey*,
money!!* Not to leave you dancers in the dark,
Osbourne also has a cut* with a completely
lackadotious* beat to Woo* on, plus a positive
message worth listening to. Overall, this al
bum earned GR∞VE!! Grade B!!!
Rising star Tony Terry may be making a
name for himself with his newest album. He
seems to be able to produce decent fast songs as
well as very g∞d slow ballads. Current hit,
"With You" proves his slow-jam skills, but, as
he hasn't released any of his fast songs yet, his
fast jam talentremains untested. DA GROOVE!!
finds that Tony Terry's songs are well put
together and that they definitely have that soul
ful PUNCH that knocks people out. When first
listening to the album, you'll find it a bit differ
ent, but then it'll grow on you. In the end you
will agree with DA GROOVE!! in that the albumdefinitelyhasmerit. This album has earned
GR∞VE!! Grade B-!!!
Next time, DA GROOVE!! will include C+C
Music Factory in its reviews. DA GROOVE!!
acknowledges the success of the cut, "Make

Tom & Betty’s offers
lively ambiance
By Tammy Cherry

You Sweat," but does C + C really equal a Music
Factory of hits? Things to make you go hmm....

By Frank Goodin

Restaurant Review

GROOVE!! GRADES:
A — Do yourself a BIG favor and get this!!!
B — Try not to let this one get by you!!
C — You don't REALLY need this one!!
D — You might want to overlook this one!!
F — This one goes out with the trash!!
$ denotes a previous or current hit.
note: GROOVE!! Grades of B or better are
potential hits if released.

JEFFREY OSBOURNE
TONY TERRY
1) $ If my Brother's in Trouble — A
$ Head Over Heels — B+
2) $ Only Human — A
Bad Girl — A
3) Good Things Come to Those Who Wait—BBaby Love — C+
4) $ The Morning After... — AFriends and Lovers — A5) Lay Your Head — A
$ With You — A6) Baby Wait a Minute — C
Come Home With Me — B
7) Sending You a Love Song — B
That Kind of Guy — C
8) Feel Like Making Love — C+
Tongue Tied — C
9) Back in Your Arms — B+
Let Me Love You — B10) Nitetime — AReadMyMind — C+
11) Getting Better All the Time — BEverlasting Love —AGPA —3.27
GPA —3.0
*slow-jammas - [slo-jam-ahs] -n., people with
a seeming overwhelming obsession with slow
songs, *money - [muh-nee] - n., pal, buddy, etc.
* honey - [huh-nee] - n., common term of endear
ment for women. *cut - [kut] - n., song, selection,
piece of music. *lackadotious - [lack-uh-doshous] - adj., outstanding *Woo - [wooh] - n.,
new, popular dance sweeping the nation. Used
here as a verb.

What do classic cars, hot
sandwhiches, and live piano
music have in common? Each
is served up in healthy pro
portions at Tom & Betty's
Restaurant in the Roosevelt
Mall.
The atmosphere at Tom
& Betty's is lively, although
the dining area itself is dimly
lit. Candlelight at each table
helps make the restaurant a
perfect setting for an intimate
and enjoyable meal.
What adds to the
restaurants's ambience are
pictures of classic cars that
line every inch of the walls.
Relics such as antique gas
pumps on display contrib
ute to the theme. Restaurant
owner Betty Frisch said the
decor came about because of
necessity.
"When we decided to
open a restaurant, it cost us
too much money to decorate.
So we got some calendars
and picturesof old-timey cars
and framed them," she said.
The same theme carries
over to the menu. Each of the
more than 25 entrees, all
sandwiches, is named after a
car.
Prices range from inex
pensive ($3 for a hamburger)
to moderate ($8.95 for a
"Porsche".) A good selection
is the TR7, a grilled steak on
a sub sandwich.
Service was friendly and
efficient, and the food arrived
after a brief wait.
The steak, thick but
c∞ked to a tender and juicy
perfection, was liberally cov
ered with onions and pep-

pers. The bun was a bit too
firm, but the seasoning in the
meat was delicious.
Another entree worth try
ing is the Laser, a triple
decker ham, turkey, and
roast beef sandwich. Thick
slices of cheese overpowered
the meats. My companion
finally removed his.
Live piano music is pro
vided at Tom & Betty's be
ginning at 7:30 p.m. nightly.
There is a small dance floor
for those who are willing.
But Frisch likes to stress that
the restaurant is designed for
family dining.
"The music is not too
loud, and it suits our atmo
sphere. The restaurant is family oriented until 10 p.m. We
don't have kids after that
because they might get hurt
on the dance floor," Fritsch
said.
Food: Three and a half
stars out of five.
Service: very good. Wait
ress was friendly and effi
cient.
Atmosphere: Casual.
Prices: Inexpensive to
moderate.
Tom & Betty's serves
breakfast from 6:30 a.m. un
til 10 a.m and lunch and din
ner from 11 a.m. to midnight
Monday through Friday,and
until 1 a.m. on Saturday.
Reservations are required
for groups larger than
four.
Tom & Betty's Restau
rants are located at 1500 W.
University Blvd. and 4409
Roosevelt Blvd.

Give the most precious
gift of all...
Donate blood to your local
donation center.

FALL

RUSH

Give the gift of life.

1991

Grand Opening in

Jacksonville
SAKIMUKAΓS
_________

CHINTOKAN

Okinawan Shorin-Ryu

KARATE

Karate∙Self-Defense∙Samurai Club∙Jo-Do∙lai-Do
Chairman & Supreme Instructor

Master M. Saklmukal
8th Dan Black Beit

Special
One week trial
course $18.50

•
•
•
•
•

Self-Confidence
Self-Discipline
Self-Defense
Physical Fitness
Concentration

CHINTOKAN KARATE-DO
Merrill Crossings Shopping Center
9119 Merrill Rood
Jacksonville, FL 32211

(904) 743-2500

Sport

BILL RAY
642-5196

JOSE
HERNANDEZ
730-7078
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Don't Be Left Hanging

At

Tuition Time.

Mom? Dad?

If you need money for continuing your education, talk to Barnett about the Higher Education Loan Program.
We have a wide range of financing options designed to help you reach your educational goals. See your
Financial Aid Officer at the college of your choice for details or call 1-800-633-7912 for more information.
All Barnett Banks are insured by the FDIC. ©1990 Barnett Banks, Inc.
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Macintosh Users share
computer knowledge
By Anita Kugler

For students who need help
getting acquainted with Madntosh computers and those who
want to learn more about the
Mac's advanced features, the
Macintosh Users' Club is the
place to go.
Club president Daymon
Aldridge said there is no other
place on campus which offers
computer instruction for noncomputer science majors.
Aldridge serves as the support person for the computer
lab in Building 15. Many problems students experience in the
lab are the result of "not being
well-informed enough about
the software," Aldridge said.
"When I check it out, it's
fine. Most of the time people
are not aware of what they're
doing wrong," he said.
Aldridge and three other
club members went to the
MacWorld Exposition in Bos
ton earlier this month. SGA
gave the club $1500 for the trip,
and they came back with money
which will be returned to SGA.
They canceled their hotel reser
vations when they found out
they could stay in the dorms at
Northeastern University for $12
a night per person.
The students attended
workshops and learned about
new applications for four days.
One product they saw was
QuickTime, which provides
unlimited possibilities for edu

cation.
"QuickTime allows the
Macintosh to have full motion
video and sound, basically, inside application programs. You
could actually have a little video
window inside your word processor," Aldridge said.
"You can click on it and it
will show you Ronald Reagan
givinga speech. You could have
Kennedy talking, or Martin
Luther King," he said. "Instead
of just reading about it, you
could actually see the picture
and read about it at the same
time."
The club plans to schedule a
workshop during the fall term
for beginning Mac users.
The club's software library
and copies of Mac magazines
are available to members.
Club meetings are held the
fourth Thursday of every
month at 4:30 p.m. in Bldg. 14.
Dues are $10 per year, but it is
not necessary to be a member to
attend meetings.
This month's meeting will
be on Aug. 29. The meeting
will be a "show and tell" session about the MacWorld Exposition.
"We probably brought back
150 pounds of stuff, including
demosand software," Aldridge
said. "We want to let people
know that there's new stuff out
there."
For more information, con
tact Aldridge at 766-9121.

Personal PC a must at
Dartmouth University
Hanover, N.H. (CPS) - As if
lugging stereos and TVs back
and forth to school isn't enough
trouble, Dartmouth College
freshmen now have to pack up
their personal computers and
bring them, too.
Dartmouth, the first Ivy
League school to adopt this rule,
will require incoming fall freshmen to bring their Apples and
Macs to school or to purchase a
systemat the school's computer
center.
School
officials
say
Dartmouth wants to offer all
students equal access to sophisticated computer equipment.
Freshmen are sent information
packages on how to purchase a
computer from the school's
computer center.
"About 80 percent of our
students have been purchasing
systems," says Dean Al Quirk,
dean of admissions and financial aid at Dartmouth. "Our

rooms are hard-wired. Students
can access the library or com
municate with each other by
networking. The micro-revo
lution has changed education."
Quirk forecasts that all cam
puses will require computer
ownership as an admission re
quirement in the future. Ac
cording to the MTV-College
Track Report, one quarter of all
college students currently have
personal computers. Students
who require financial aid at
Dartmouth will be eligible to
receive further assistance to
purchase a computer.
"We were one of the institu
tions that t∞k advantage of the
Apple consortium, so it's really
the computer of choice," Quirk
says.
"You know, computer in
struction will never replace the
hard work of learning, but in 10
years, we'll be teaching in an
entirely different way."

Amnesty International:
Defenders of human rights
The students of the UNF chapter received
Thirty years ago, two students in Eastern their first "Urgent Action" request shortly after
Europe raised a toast to freedom and were they formed.
In February, the chapter received the news
subsequently imprisoned for theiraction. When
that a psychiatrist in
the news of this reached
the West, a group of
Egypt had been impeople in London "Amnesty International stands for the prisoned for his
launched a letter-writstance against the
end of torture of all prisoners of
ing campaign requestwar in the Persian
conscience and political prisoners,
ing the students' release.
Gulf. He had done
The students were re- and, for a fair and prompt trial for
nothing illegal; he
had only spoken in
leased due to the over- political prisoners."
— Christina Steven opposition to the
whelming amount of
mail. Out of this action
war. Hearing this,
bloomed the international association which the chapter members began a letter-writing camadvocates human rights and the dignity of all paign to the government of Egypt.
individuals, Amnesty International.
While attending a national conference two
"Amnesty International stands for the end weeks later, the students learned that the Egypof torture of all prisoners of conscience and tian government had released the psychiatrist.
political prisoners, and, for a fair and prompt He was released as a direct result of Amnesty's
trial for political prisoners," said Christina efforts, according to Steven.
"Amnesty offers a very pragmatic solution to
Steven, outgoing president of the UNF chapter
of Amnesty.
the problems which we all want to do something
A prisoner of conscience is someone impris about but cannot by ourselves," Steven said. The
oned for having a religious or political belief. A case with the Egyptian is only one example of
political prisoner is someone who has either their effectiveness.
broken the laws of their nation or advocated
"Amnesty has success with about 80 percent
violence for political reasons. Nelson Mandela of the cases they take up," said Jonathan Bick,
was a political prisoner and the students of acting president of the UNF chapter.
Anyone who is interested in joining may conChina are prisoners of conscience. Amnesty
International also stands for the end of capital tact Bick at 642-2692. Dues are five dollars a year
punishment.
Their
and meetings are
method for reaching
held twice a month.
their goals is to take up
"Amnesty Inter
"Amnesty International is an empoW- national is an em
the pen.
When the members of ering organization in that you realize
powering organiza
tion, in that you re
Amnesty International there is something you can do against
receive information human rights abuses."
alize there is some
about a human rights
you can do
—Christina Steven thing
violation, they start a letagainst
human
ter-writing campaign
rights
abuses,"
Steven said. "That gives you such an incredible
seeking the person's release or a prompt trial.
They receive information from several dif rush, knowing you can do something."
Steven recently spoke on the radio with
ferent places nationwide. They receive general
information from the Amnesty International Landon Walker during his show, "The Metro,"
office in New York City, "Urgent Action" mes on National Public Radio. Walker used an old
sages from the national office in Colorado and cliche that sums up Amnesty International's ef
requests for student action from Atlanta. The forts. He said, '"The pen is mightier than the
"Urgent Action" requests come in when Am sword,' and in this case it is."
If you want to be involved, Amnesty Interna
nesty officials hear of a recent human rights
tional is a good place to start.
violation.
By Kevin Wiggins

Dallas, TX
is
in Building 14

UNF - ARC
UNF Amateur Radio Club
JOIN TODAY!
Drop a note in the club mailbox.
Bldg. 14 - Club Area - Rm. 2605

HF - VHF - UHF Communications
Satellite Access
PACKET Radio
Amateur Television

HAM RADIO!
State University Network

Starting this Fall, *SPB will be
looking for five students to representUNFatthe National Association
of College Activities (NACA) annual
conference in Dallas, TX. Attheconference students see up-and-coming
entertainers ranging from heavy
metal rockers to fire-eating jugglers.

After NACA, the students assist in contracting the entertainers
for the following year. If you are
interested in learning more about
NACA andSPB, come to themeeting on August 27, at 5:00 pm in the
Senate Chamber of Building 14.
Food will be served at the meeting.
*Student Programming Board

Don’t miss out on a great college experience !
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Harrington balances many responsibilities
By Omar Rodriguez

Recycling: somebody's got
to do it. Brian Harrington does
it all day long atUNF. Perhaps
you've seen him around campus pickingup those aluminum
can containers. Or maybe he's
come to your office to get rid of
that box of recycled paper that's
almost overflowing. He might
have even taught you some
quick moves to protect your
self from a mugger.
Brian likes his job, and although he wouldn't mind having an air conditioned office on
a hot summer day, he believes
in the value of what he does
and the importance of having a
better environment.
The youngest of two boys,
Brian and his parents moved to
Jacksonville in 1972. Brian grew
up in New York, but Florida's
climate and economy drew his
family south. As a little boy, he
was fascinated with the martial
arts and the discipline behind
it.
"When I'm into something,
I'll read everything about it and

become fanatic," he said. In his matured."
Right now Brian
spare time he gives private les
sons in self-defense. For Brian, Harrington is taking
this hobby is a way to stay in some classes to get his
shape and a source of extra in- high school diploma.
come. Even UNF police offic He may not be a col
ers have come to him for some lege student, but he
thinks like one.
training.
"I learn from
On a regular day, Brian gets
up at 5 a.m., goes swimming, things in the past and
works a full shift at UNF, goes use them today.
home to his family, then meets When growing up,
his students for their private everything I asked
sessions. With this busy sched my Dad he answered,
ule, he still finds time to share and that develops
and enjoy time with his wife, your reasoning. You
Elizabeth, and their three chil always have some
thing to learn.
dren.
"I got time for everything. I
"When people
got time to make time," Brian talk to me, I listen no
said. He points out that he's matter who it is. That way Γm
very strict with his children. "I one step ahead of that person
am the king of my jungle. I'm who didn't listen. I don't judge
people by their looks. I think
in charge," he added.
Brianhasbeen married fora your name is the only thing that
you carry with you in your life.
year and a half.
"Marriage has strengthened People are measured by names.
You always hear people saying
me 10 times," he said.
At age 20, Brian has a lot of 'he's not as g∞d as Bruce Lee',
responsibilities. "My Dad al or 'he's not as good as Elvis'."
Brian explained how he
ways told me I was prematurely

I" went from house to
house, getting any food
or clothes they would
give me. Then I handed
it all out to needy people
in the neighborhood."
—Jack Powell

JackPowell is one of the little answers

to the big problems facing every com
munity in America. And because there

are more people than problems, things
will get done. All you have to do is

something. Do Anything•

Points of Light
Do something good. Feel something reαl.

Be a part of a legend in
your own time.
They call us “The Legend in Steak” and you
can be part of our legend in your own time whether it's FULL or PART TIME!

If you're an out-going personable individual
interested in working in a professional
environment come join our:

8350
ARLINGTON
EXPRESSWAY
MON-FRI 2-5 PM
724-6911

WAITSTAFF
SALAD BAR
KITCHEN

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

looks for a purpose behind
something before he does it.
"I always have the thought
in my mind of success, and that
I'm gonna' do it," he said. "I
envision money in making me
comfortable, but not to buy a
new car or a house."
FAVORITE BOOKS: "Anything about physiology,
anatomy, or martial arts."

BUSSING
PERSONNEL
PT BARTENDERS

& MORE!

Photo by Omar Rodriguez

FAVORITE TV SHOWS:
"Johnny Carson & David
Letterman."
FA VORΠ'E DISH "Rice and
beans, and lean cut steak, with
that special Puerto Rican flavor
my wife knows best."
FAVORITE SINGER: "Elvis
Presley."
FAVORITE MOVIE STAR:
"Arnold Schwartznegger."

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted
ENERGETIC, DEDICATED, and
enthusiastic individuals are needed
to teach Aerobics and/or Aqua
Aerobics classes at UNF. Training
is provided. Application deadline
is Friday, 8/23/91. Contact Liza Jo
at the UNF Aquatic Center, 6462854.

FOUNDATION

Salisbury, MD

APPLY
IN
PERSON
AT:

Brian Harrington

WE NEED LOVING childcare
giver to come to our home for 21∕2
year-old boy. Approximate hours
9-6 two days a week, 12-8:30 two
other days, and 8-5 Fridays. Will
consider giving room and board
free in addition to $150 weekly (no
taxes withheld) for an individual
willing to work flexible hours.
Contact Teresa (724-3493) or Steve
(731-8830) DeSorbo daytime or
home 292-0530.

For Sale
BACHELOR DEGREE CAP
(large) and gown (long). Navy
Blue, half price. 771-0811. Please
leave message.

Services Available
BIRTH CONTROL
Cancer screening and GYN care,
birth control counseling and sup
plies, STD screening and treatment,
pregnancy testing. Quality, confi
dential low-cost services. Call for
appointment.
PLANNED PARENTHooD
OF NE. FL.
Downtown
603 N. Market St.
358-2244
Beaches
25 Sailfish Dr.
249-2378
Westside
5033 San Juan Ave.
387-0208

TYPING NEEDED? Expert pro
fessional word processing forterm
papers, reports, resumes, etc.
Proofreading, if needed. Fast Ser
vice. Reasonable Rates. Call 2464601 or 241-9800.

Roommates
FEMALE STUDENT WANTED to
share spacious house in Arlington
neighborhood with professional
woman and son. Large private
bedroom and bath. Security sys
tem. $350/month includes utili
ties. 10 min. from campus. After
6:00 pm 724-5690.

Miscellaneous
EFFECTIVE LISTENING AND
NOTE - TAKING
A workshop for note-takers for
handicapped students. Sept 6, 12
1 p.m. Founders Hall, Rm. 1003.
All students wel∞me. Presented
by the UNF Office of Handicapped
Student Services. Call Terrie
Donaldson at 646-2766 for more
information.

Personals
TWEETY,
I hope things do continue to go so
well between us. I do love you and
I missed you for so long. I really
just enjoy being around you.
Bou

BUD,
I really miss you. Things just
haven’t been the same this sum
mer without you.
Love,

MJ

To place a classified ad in the Spinnaker, call
646-2727 or stop by Bldg. 14. Rm. 2608 and
ask for Andy Booth, Advertising Manager.
Ads are $5 for up to 30 words and $7 for up
to 50 words, and all classifieds must be
prepaid. Please include your name, phone
number and address.

Fulfill all your communications
requirements with one course.
AT&T STUDENT
SAVER PLUS

If you’re looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, there’s one prerequisite. Join AT&T Student

Saver Plus. You’ll be able to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money. □ Our Reach Out®

America Calling Plans

will

could save you money, no matter where and when you call. Call Manager↑

save you time by separating your long distance calls from your roommates’ calls, for free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call from

almost

anywhere to anywhere. □ And with AT&T, you’ll always get the most reliable long distance service. □ Plus, ifyou register for

get a free hour’s worth of AT&T long distance calling* As well as discounts

any of our services—or if you’re already an AT&T customer-you’ll

on all kinds of things, all year round. □ So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You’ll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
This service may not be available in residence halls on your campus.
*Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective
2/16/91. Offer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per student. Offer valid through June 30,1992.
©1991 AT&T

Ad No. N5752A

AT&T

Sports
Osprey players move up
in the minor leagues
By Phil Dignαn

Members of UNF's No. 3 ranked baseball
team of 1991 continue to survive in minor
league farm teams across the country.
Osprey coach Dusty Rhodes currently leads
the Helena Brewers of the Pioneer Rookie
League and has his team within one-half game
of first place in the Great Falls, Mont. club.
Helena was 37-18 (Aug. 15) under Rhodes'
supervision.
Rhodes sees the talent in the rookie league
as above that of the collegiate level. "The talent
is a little better here in the minors. I have
players who have been playing pro ball for a
couple of years; they make out to be a better
brand of player," Rhodes said.
While they face huge odds against their
making the majors, ex-Ospreys Todd Claus,
Darryl Kennedy, and Doug Anderson have
shown the ability to move up in minor league
classification.
Todd Claus has shown moments of brilliance while playing short season A ball for the
Boise (Idaho) Hawks of the Northwest League.
"Todd has a good eye at the plate and is a
defensive gem. He has the ability to turn double

plays," said Brett Wilhelm, director of public relations for the Hawks. Although hitting only .214
through 46 games, Claus has an on-base hitting
percentage of 345. Claus shows his versatility in
the infield, playing at shortstop, as well as both
second and third base. Boise's club is an affiliate of
the California Angels.
Pitcher Doug Anderson is also playing in the
Northwest League. As a relief thrower for the
Bellingham (Wash.) Mariners, Anderson has acquired a 3.94 ERA in 13 games. In 16 innings of
relief pitching, Anderson has struck out 16 batters.
Closer to home is Darryl Kennedy, catcher for
the Ospreys last season. Kennedy has advanced
further than the others, playing long season A ball
for the Charlotte Rangers of the Florida State
league.
Despite the successes, Rhodes sees a long road
for his ex-players. "These guys have played lots of
baseball. They will struggle during these early
years in the pros," he said.
This will be the last season Rhodes will be
allowed to coach in the minor leagues, due to
NCAA regulations. NAIA rules permit college
coaches to coach outside their schools during the
collegiate off-season.

Ortelee and Zvosec hired to
lead basketball programs
By Phil Dignαn

UNF athletics arrived at another milestone on July 3 with
the announcement of Mary
OrteleeandRichZvosecashead
basketball coaches.
Both coaches established
successful programs prior to
accepting positions here at
UNF.
Ortelee holds the distinction
of being the winningest coach
in the history of University of
Missouri-Rolla's women's bas-

ketball program, compiling a
95-85 record in her seven seasons at the school. In her sec
ond year at Missouri-Rolla,
Ortelee completed the season
with a 19-8 record and a No. 3
ranking in NCAA Division II
competition.
AlthoughZvosec'srecord at
St. Francis College of New York
is38-48, he is credited with turn
ing around a once faltering pro
gram into a respectable NCAA
Division I squad. He leaves St.
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Francis as the fifth winningest
coach in the school's history.
Both coaches appear thrilled
with having the opportunity to
starta program from the ground
up.
"There are only a few
chances for a coach to start his
own program. I can put a name
on this program," said Zvosec.
Ortelee, who was in a similar situation at Missouri-Rolla,
nevertheless expressed her excitement. "The opportunity is
outstanding. While I did not
build from scratch, I started at
the first fl∞r level (at MissouriRolla)."
UNF will begin basketball
competition in the 1992-93 sea
son. The Ospreyswill play one
season as a member of NCAA's
Division II and the NAIA.
UNF is a probationary mem
ber of the NCAA and must wait
until 1993 to qualify for NCAA
championships.

A View From the Bleachers
By Phil Dignαn
Sports Editor

The hiring of Rich Zvosec
to lead UNF's basketball program has not avoided local
second-guessing.
Following the announce
ment of Zvosec as head coach,
Gene Frenette of the Florida
Times-Unionreviewed the hir
ing as a potential risk.
Frenette's reasons are logical.
Take, for example, the list
of candidates. Of those being
considered for the job, Zvosec
was the exception, due to ge
ography. Jeff Price, an assis
tant coach at South Alabama,
received exposure to North
Florida through his associa
tion with the SunBelt Confer
ence. Frank Burnell, currently
an assistant coach at Stetson,
is a Jacksonville native and an
ex-player for Ribault High
School. They, along with
Zvosec, were UNF's final can
didates.
To add intrigue to UNF's
decision, FCCJ coach Buster
Harvey and ex-Jacksonville
University player Rex Morgan were eliminated from the
list of choices a couple of
weeks prior to UNF's an
nouncement. Both have made
their marks in the coaching
ranks. Harvey's accomplish
ments include several seasons
of winning 20 or more games
and helping players receive
scholarships at NCAA level
colleges. Morgan, whilecoach
ing the USBL Jacksonville
Hooters, also earned a reputa
tion as a winner. Both coaches
have local connections, a
needed plus come recruiting
season.
So what can Zvosec offer
to UNF?
Fans should take notice
that UNF is building a pro
gram from scratch. The other
candidates, with all the ad
vantages they brought to their
interviews, lacked head coach
ing experience at the NCAA
level. Zvosec rebuilt a cellar
dwelling program at St.
FrancisinNew Yorkand made
it respectible. No doubt, the
level of competition Zvosec

GOODYEAR AUTO
SERVICE CENTER
Lube, Oil Change &
Filter with FREE Tire
Rotation only $14.95*
* with this ad through September 15,
1991

LOCATED CLOSE
TO CAMPUS!

Test Your Best!
Classes Forming Now.
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Call days, evenings or weekends.

731-5500

4327 UNIVERSITY BLVD. S.

Scholarships Available

For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST

faced at St. Francis matches
or exceeds that of basketball
as we know it here in Florida.
Not that St. Francis played
the likes of Syracuse or St.
Johns; Zvosec, however,
coached and recruited in Big
East country.
While Zvosec now lacks
the connections locally, UNF
has hired a coach and provided him a full two seasons
to prepare for NCAA competition. UNF will not play
hoops in 1991-92, and will
begin the 1992-93 season play
ing for NAIA honors. Zvosec
has plenty of time to accli
mate himself with high school
basketball within the North
Florida area. UNF will only
allow two or three scholar
ships to out-of-state players.
While Frenette sees a dis
advantage, I feel that Zvosec,
becauseof hisestablished con
nections in the northeast and
midwest (Zvosec began his
career in Ohio), will choose
quality players outside of
Florida.
Zvosec brings an energetic
aura of youth and enthusi
asm, another feature which
should pay dividends on and
off the court.
On the court, Zvosec ex
presses his style of play as
full-court, high-scoring, and
fast. Anyone familiar with
Paul Westhead's Loyola
Marymount teams will real
ize the excitement created by
an up-tempo game of basket
ball. Attracting an audience
at a 6000-seat arena might be
a goal to consider.
Most importantly, how
ever, is the approach Zvosec
wishes to take toward the
community. "We will get
young men who will be a trib
ute, honorable, a credit to the
institution. Bybeinginvolved,
we will fill a void between us
and the community," said
Zvosec.
Frenette has a valid point
in viewing Zvosec's hiring as
a "gamble." Still, after con
sidering UNF's past suc
cesses, Zvosec should create
excitment for Osprey fans.

Promenade Shopping Center
8605 Beach Boulevard
Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 565-9842

Free Brake Inspection
and
10% off Any Brake Repair*
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This month’s
—FREE—
Lube, Oil and Filter Winners are:
Richard L. Crosby B.S.
Gerald J. Stine, Ph.D.
Call store for
details

Food Service Director
Steve Rider
646-2543

Food Service Manager
Cheryl Gragg
646-2543

Boathouse Cafe

Homemade pizza, charbroiled sandWiches, subs and salads
highlight this rustic patio restaurant. Your student government
supports live entertainment throughout the semester at "The
Boathouse".

Courtyard Cafe

A "Grab and Go" stop for the student in need of a quick snack
or beverage. This operation located across from the bookstore
offers a variety of sandWiches, yogurts, salads, beverages and
snack items.

□ Aug 23 / Toga Party 9 pm
□ Aug 29 / Comedy Show 9 pm
BARRY SOBEL

Osprey Cafe

Located next to Osprey Hall on Candy Cane Lake, the
Osprey Cafe is your main dining hall. A full menu includes
made to order deli and grill, and hot homemade entrees.

□ Sept 3 / TOTAL RECALL 8 pm
□ Sept 13 / DJ Dance 9 pm

University Catering

From picnics, meeting refreshments to formal luncheons and
dinners. Special student group discounts available. Phone
646-2543.

□ Sept 17 / PRETTY WOMAN 8 pm

FREE

FREE

2 oz. snack mix

Sample Salad Bowl

Coupon Expires 9/30/91

FREE
Slice of Pizza
when you buy 2 of same value

Coupon Expires 9/30/91

Coupon Expires 9/30/91

FREE
Dozen Donuts
when booking coffee set-up for 25
people or more.

Coupon Expires 9/30/91

